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Introduction 

Unlike other species, humans have the capacity for language acquisition. 

The ability to acquire language is an inductive process. Given a finite language 

input as children, we can develop the basic grammatical rules of a language and 

produce an infinite output. 

One belief is that the domain of language learning is species-specific. No 

other species has the ability to learn language in the manner that humans can, 

because we are the only species "hard-wired" to do so. With the use of our brain 

and muscular apparatus, we can obtain grammatical structure and utter some type 

of response. The uniqueness of this process cannot be emulated by any other 

variety of animal because they simply do not have the equipment to perform such 

a feat. 

On the other hand, language is, at least in some part, learned. With the aid 

of input, humans can attain the correct grammatical structures needed to generate 

language. Thus, an input is required in order for humans to extrapolate the 

properties of their native language. 

Until recently, the best method of linguistic investigation relied upon 

linguistic research and psycholinguistic research using children and adults. 

However, in the last 10 years, a modeling paradigm emerged that asserts that the 

language learning process can be simulated using parallel distributed processing 



(PDP), otherwise known as artificial neural networks. Proponents of this approach 

contend that PDP simulation of the language process is indicative that the rule

learning approach of language acquisition may be misleading, since their rule-less 

architectures seem to duplicate various human language learning processes (e.g., 

past-tense learning [Plunkett et a1. 1991,1993] and syntax learning [McClelland & 

Kawamoto 1987; Elman 1993]). 

Hence, the purpose of this project is to further investigate these claims by 

examining how an artificial neural network (ANN) can learn about sign structures 

of American Sign Language, specifically I vvill exame whether ANN can 'abstract' 

phonological infonnation about ASL verbs of motions when given multiple 

exemplars of morphemic verbs of motions as an input. The next section vvill 

present two central beliefs regarding language acquisition. 



Language Acquisition: Two Dominant Views 

Throughout the history of linguistic theory, there has been a continual 

debate about how language is acquired in human beings. B.P. Skinner and Noam 

Chomsky are major advocates of these dichotomous schools of thought, but 

neither one has come to a single solution regarding the innateness, or lack thereof, 

of language. 

Chomsky considers language acquisition as a species-specific capability that 

only humans can achieve. His reasoning sterns from the fact that humans have the 

necessary equipment to attain language, that is the language 'organ' residing within 

the human brain. Specifically, Chomsky argues that humans have a universal 

grammar that resides in their brains. In short, universal grammar contains "the 

properties that guide and constrain an organism as it develops linguistic knowledge 

and that determines the form of particular linguistic rule systems" (Feinstein et a!. 

1987). In other words, universal grammar acts as a heuristic that aids in attaining 

lhe specific rules of grammar, or syntax, of a given language. Because humans have 

the brain that allows for language learning, Chomsky believes that the structures 

inherent in grammar cannot be learned or be emulated by other species. 

Therefore, if it does not have a human brain, it cannot learn language (Bever, 

Carroll, & Miller, 1984). 

In contrast to this, Skinner assumes the behaviorist approach to language 



acquisition. According this view, organisms' responses are merely responses to 

stimuli received from the environment they inhabit (Barsalou 1992). According to 

this idea, obtaining a language is the result of receiving linguistic input from the 

environment and not some innate capacity inherent only in humans. In essence, 

since language is learned, the notion that it is species-specific falls apart. If 

another species is capable of complex learning, then it may also be able to learn 

language. 

Although both of their views differ, both agree that the brain is essential for 

language procurement. Since Skinner's work, researchers have explained how the 

brain allows learning to occur. One primary belief is that neurons that are active 

at the same time become connected (Hebb, 1949). The factor that determines 

these connections is environmental; stimuli in the environment excites/inhibits 

neuron connections, thereby resulting in a pattern of activation for certain inputs . 

This view of the brain has been implemented computationally in artificial neural 

networks. Instead of neurons, there are nodes and connections between nodes, and 

these connections have specific weights or strengths. Connections permit parallel 

activation between levels of nodes, meaning that information is sent back and forth 

between levels of nodes to exchange information regarding input/output patterns. 

With experience, correlations amongst features are detected as a result of 

the repeated presentation of input/output pairings, and the weighted cOI).nections 



become stronger and more reliable so that when presented with novel input/output 

pairings, the network can interpret through the pattern of connections it has 

generated during training. If this approach is correct, then language learning is 

merely making associations between input, in the fonn of sounds spoke~ to 

learners, and output, which would be the sounds produced by the learner. 

Grammatical structures are derived from the input/output mappings and reside in 

the architecture of the neural network. This project uses this approach to examine 

morphological-phonological mappings in American Sign Language. In the next 

section, I describe some aspects of ASL. 

American Sign Language ~ A Description 

Since the intention of this project is to find out if neural networks can 

acquire linguistic knowledge, then we must present it with some type of language 

input. American Sign Language (ASL) is a nonverbal language that roots itself in 

spatial relations and usage of space (Poizner et al. 1987), making it unlike any 

verbal language. In comparison, ASL and verbal language do share some 

characteristics. 

Spoken languages have phonological, morphological and syntactic structures, 

these components are also present in ASL. Phonologically, anyone sign in ASL has 

the following parameters: 1) hand configuration; 2) place of articulation; 3) 



movement (Poizner et aI. 1987). Morphologically, using variations in space and 

time can give new meaning to different signs in ASL (e.g. Location in space denote 

differences between first and second person pronouns). Syntactically, ASL is. as all 

spoken languages, recursive in that one can build upon previous structure to create 

new, distinct structure. As you can see, though ASL lacks a spoken component, it 

still shares properties of all verbal languages. 

For my project, I will be dealing with verbs of motion in ASL. Verbs of 

motion in ASL are "multimorphemic signs that describe an event" (Dufour & 

Lewis 1997). Each morpheme represents a different aspect of the event being 

described; for instance, the classifier handshape depicts the characteristics of an 

object (e.g. round or flat), and other morphemes describe location and orientation 

(Supalla 1982). Verbs of motion were chosen because the neural networks need to 

make morphological to phonological mappings, therefore, we want see what 

morphemes can the networks elicit phonological information from. 

Nevertheless, there is a major difference to be noted between ASL and oral 

language which makes ASL fascinating to study. Some structures in ASL are 

presented simultaneously as opposed to sequentially for spoken language. For 

example, the phonological structures of any given signs co-occur (e.g. configuration 

occurs as the movement of the signs occurs). The neural network will be 

responSible for interpreting input regarding hand configuration, along with the 



other aforementioned categories. It would be very interesting to see what kinds of' 

infonnation these networks can extrapolate given a nonverbal language. The 

network will have the laborious task of mapping morphological features of signs in 

ASL from its input to phonological features in its output. What makes the task 

difficult is that the network has no implicit knowledge to start with; in other 

words, the only knowledge the network starts with is the one provided by the 

input/output pairings. 

In summary, even though ASL differs in modality from verbal languages, 

testing an artificial neural network to learn a sign language is important since these 

types of languages have not been previously used in this type of research . 

Regardless of the domain of language, neural networks should be able to quickly 

establish correlations during training and apply these rules to novel input, but the 

question remains whether these rules are similar to the one used by humans when 

learning a language, that is, is the network encoding the same linguistic knowledge 

as hwnans, specifically; can the network learn to abstract the phonological features 

of a morpheme handshape? Can it 1eam that vehicle handshapes are always 

produced in the same way independent of its context (other morphemes)? 

Given that we established the intentions of the project and the underlying 

structures of American Sign Language, we can now delve into the project itself and 

see how these concepts are put together. 



Method 

For neural networks to learn, connections must be established across levels 

of nodes throughout the network. The network used consists of 3 levels, the first 

is an input layer that provides the network with the encoded verbs of motion it is 

supposed to learn . This input goes to a second level commonly referred to as a 

hidden layer. The hidden layer units then ~ork to process the information 

provided by the input. The resulting computations are passed onto the ~hird level, 

referred to as the output level. The output layer computes the information it has 

receives from the hidden layer, i.e., each unit of the output layer has some level of 

activation. This pattern is called the resulting output. 

Once the output layer has the resulting output, this patttem is compared to 

the desired output (sometimes called the teacher), which is the pattern of 

activation that was expected for this particular input. An error score is obtained 

by substracting the desired output from the obtained output for each unit. This 

error, known as the mean square error, which can be described by the following 

formula: 

2: 2, (A - A )2 
do eo 

The first term, Ado' is the desired output and the second term, Aeo' is the resulting 



output. After this error has reached it's minimum, the network will cease to 

process anymore input from the input layer. 

With this error, a backward feed can occur within the network to adjust the 

strength of the connections from output to hidden and from hidden to input. 

This idea of sending error back through the network is known as backpropagation. 1 

You can think of backpropagation as feedback to the network so that error is 

minimized. Backpropragation does not make the network error-proof because the 

hidden layer must account for all of the separate features accounted for in the 

input, which will always result in some amount of error. Later in this section, the 

reason why the network is prone to error will become clearer. 

To construct these artificial neural networks, a software package called 

NeuroSolutions perfonned all of the necessary calculations for these networks. The 

input, in tenns of the project, is a group of 30 signs that are verbs of mot.ion in 

ASL. The 30 signs are composed of 7 morphemes from each morpheme class (e.g. 

SCOs, SSOs, 3LOCs, 3POSs, 4ROOTs, 70RTs, 4MNRs, maldng a total of 31 

different morephemes). Consequently, the input layer would contain 31 input 

units, and through an arbitrary encoding scheme, anyone sign is merely a distinct 

pattern of activation across these 31 input units (Dufour & Lewis 1997). 

For the sign. veh, ACB, backward, bounce, it represents a car backing up in a 

1 This approach is called supervised learning. 



semicircular drive-way that is full of potholes. For the one-handed signs, we made 

use of four of the seven morphological classes, which are CO, ROOT, ORT, MNR. 

So, from the example, CO (central object) can be one of five following choices: 

plane, bentv, legs, hc, and veh, and for this one, it is the vehicle handshape. The 

ROOT (of movement) of ACB out of the possibilities of ACB, AJB, AOB, and 

ABCD. The orientation (ORT), which can be either uphill, downhill, upvert, 

backward, forward, or down. The manner can be either fall, bounce twist or none, 

and for this example it has a manner of bounce. Putting all of these morphological 

classes together, you get the aforementioned meaning. 

Once the data leaves the input layer, it then reaches the hidden layer where 

the activation from all the input units is computed and condensed over 15 units, 

which is an arbitrary number for these networks. Intuitively, the number of units 

must be smaller than the number of input units because we do not want the 

network to copy the data from the input to hidden layer. Through compression 

into 15 units, we want the network to fonn some rules and be able to apply them 

accordingly~ for our purposes, these rules should be applicable to some novel input 

we feed to the network. 

Each epoch, or set of signs, (in this case the number is 30) is evaluated by 

the hidden layer. Given the morphological features passed from the input layer, 

the hidden layer attempts to map them to phonological features, which it will then 



give to the output layer . 

. To facilitate learn.ing in these networks, a learning rate is used. The purpose 

of this rate is simply to set a numerical factor by which the hidden layer can make 

the according weight adjustments. For the network, it is .1 on a scale from 0 to l. 

Besides a learning rate, the hidden layer also has available to it a momentum rate 

of .5 (based on the same scale from 0 to 1), which aids the network in finding the 

lowest possible error in its search for establishing correlations among the input. 

Finally, the resulting output from the hidden layer undergoes a comparison 

with the desired output. In this case, the desired output is a row of 69 

phonological features. These 69 phonological features are merely the morphological 

equivalents of the signs that were given as input; in other words, we can say that 

each morpheme has a phonological feature attached to it. As stated before, the 

mean square error is calculated, and as soon as the network reaches the lowest 

possible error overall, it will cease to continue processing the input. Knowing what 

is involved when presenting these networks with signs in ASL, we can di~cuss the 

findings of what occurred. 

Results 

For the project, two neural networks are trained on different sets of input, 

and after a suitable number of epochs passed, learning is shut off and a novel input, 



different from the one given initially, is presented. One network is for one-handed 

signs, while the other is for two-handed signs. The following analysis will only apply 

to the one-handed network, since we did not have the time to complete the 

analysis for the two-handed network 

If we want to fulfiU the goals stated earlier in this paper, then we must 

carefully examine the knowledge within the hidden level because it is the -only level 

of representation left blank at the start of the learning process. Equally importan t, 

we want to find out what knowledge the network abstracted from learning. In 

order to do this, a statistical procedure called a principal component analysis must 

be done. 

Because the hidden level started off in a blank state, we want to see what 

information did it acquire within its 15 units of activity. The component analysis 

is just a measure of that activity, and you can look at it on the follovving sheet. For 

the sake of our discussion, the analysis was only limited to 6 factors because the 

correlations become increasingly difficult to discern the further you go along the 

columns. We will also disregard the results from the first column, marked factor 1, 

since there is really no change among the numbers. Furthermore, we will only look 

at the very high positive and negative numbers within each column to determine 

what morpheme classes the hidden level was focusing upon. 

Looking at the column marked factor 2, we can see a positive correlation 
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between signs 1, 3, 4, 9, 19,24, and 30, and a negative one between signs 8, 10, 18, 

25, and 28. Remember in the previous section that we stated the types of 

morpheme classes. For the one-handed signs, we made use of four of the seven 

morphological classes, which are CO, ROOT, ORT, MNR. The other three 

remaining classes are in relation to a second hand being used to generate a sign, 

and since our results only concentrate on the one-handed network, there is no use 

for the other classes. Basically, we want to see which combinations, if any, of 

morpheme classes does the hidden level give the highest priority to. 

Indeed, we can see a pattern in this column. For the most part, the positive 

values are for the up or downhill orientation, and the negative values are for the 

backward orientation. Thus, we can see that for that particular factor the network 

made a distinction regarding the orientation of the hand when the signs were 

presented. 

Going onto the third factor, we can see a positive clustering among signs 1, 

3, 6, 12, 18, 19 and 22 and a negative clustering among signs 2, 14,20,24, and 27. 

By matching the morpheme classes for those particular signs to see what 

knowledge is prevalent, we can see that the network is making a distinction 

between handshpae and manner. 

Instead of concentrating upon the configuration of the hand, otherwise 

known as the handshape (which is the first morpheme class CO), the network finds 



that the morpheme classes having to do with movement, i.e. ROOT, ORT, and 

MNR, are the most salient throughout the factor analysis. Given this analysis, we 

can now discuss the implications in the next section. 

DiscU$sion 

From the principal component analysis given in the previous section, we 

know that the neural network succeeded in. encoding linguistic knowledge within 

the hidden layer of representation, specifically it learned about the movement of 

the signs presented to it. With this as our premise, we can make a few conclusions 

based upon what we already know. 

One of the questions posed within this project is whether these artificial 

neural networks learn in the same fashion as humans. According to Dufour & 

Lewis (1997), the answer would be yes . When asking to reproduce signs in ASL, or 

in any language, there are types of errors, replacement and omission. Replacement 

errors involve forgetting some of the internal structure of some signs (meaning 

regarding the morpheme classes), and omission errors mean that there is a lack of 

knowledge about some area of those same morpheme classes. Obviously, the 

network obtained knowledge regarding the signs, in the case of movement, and 

therefore, the network made a replacement error. This is similar to the way adults 

reproduce signs introduced to them. 



In spite of the fact that the network did indeed learn something about ASL 

is amazing. we could have ended up with the network acquiring a totally different 

store of knowledge regarding the signs in ASL If a larger set of exemplars (signs) 

were used, that too may have changed the results we obtained. Choosing a 

different encoding scheme may cause the networks to learn more about the 

handshapes themselves rather than just about the movement. Since there were 

more nodes being used for the handshapes, a total of 5, altering the encoding 

scheme may prove beneficial to discovering what other factor the networks can 

examine. 

Moreover, using a larger hidden layer may also be of some use. Though we 

can increase the number of units, we do not want to do it until the point where 

the network just memorizes what you present. The networks' inductive methods 

could have succeeded if the hidden layer had been larger. Also. if the learning rate 

or momentum rate had been changed, I think that the results would have been 

quite different. 

To sum up, neural networks seem to have behavior similar to adults in the 

domain of language learning. Notwithstanding. it still does not deter from the fact 

that if a number of factors are changed, then the entire outcomes can change 

accordingly. In addition, we can say that language learning is not a species-specific 

task because we have seen that with training. we can elicit a particular response 



from the network. Hence, these networks are good tools because they allow for 

varying degrees of freedome association with their architecture . 
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